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JUNKHEARTS

A Web Exclusive with Director Tinge Krishnan

Junkhearts is a challenging social realism thriller that's short on
laughs, but superb in its execution and performances. It stars Eddie
Marsan as Frank, a down on his luck ex-soldier suffering from posttraumatic stress disorder. In a parallel story, Romola Garai's working
single mum Christine also struggles to keep it together. While Frank
lives a solitary existence, self-medicating with whiskey and fags,
Christine temporarily forgets her problems with casual sex and pill
popping. Then Frank meets young homeless teenager Lynette,
played by newcomer Candese Reid, and an unlikely friendship is
forged. Frank has a reason to smile again, until Lynette's psychotic
boyfriend Danny (Tom Sturridge) arrives on the scene.
STUDIO spoke to Tinge Krishnan about her hard-hitting debut.
STUDIO: You've said that Junkhearts is based on a
phenomenon called 'cuckooing'. Could you explain what that is?
Tinge Krishnan: A vulnerable person such as an elderly person,
someone with learning difficulties or in Frank's case, an ex-soldier
with post traumatic stress disorder, is befriended by individuals who
then take over the person's flat and use it to sell drugs.
STUDIO: I understand that you were attracted, in part, to
Simon Frank's screenplay because of your own experience of
post-traumatic stress disorder after being caught up in the 2004
tsunami. Was making the film a cathartic experience in anyway?
TL: Inevitably I'd say it was, as anything where the experience is rewww.studiomagonline.com/features/junkhearts-studio-magazine/
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examined will reap beneficial fruit in terms of processing. I wasn't
wandering around set having massive cathartic weeping fits though!

STUDIO: Junkhearts is your first feature and you've managed to
pull together a very talented group of established and emerging
British actors. How did you go about casting the film and
bagging Romola Garai and Eddie Marsan?
TL: We worked with a casting director, as approaching established
actors needs a structured technique in coordinating with agents, etc.
STUDIO: You've drawn a particularly fine performance from
Eddie Marsan. How would you describe yourself as a director?
Do you stick very tightly to the script or do you let the actors
bring their own ideas to the set or ad-lib at all?
TL: My process is to bring the script into rehearsal for a
workshopping phase, where we can take the time to work out
characters' back story motivation and deal with any elements of
action, dialogue, story that the actors feel uncomfortable with.
Usually a new path emerges, which honours the spirit of the story,
but is authentic and surprising.
STUDIO: Candese Reid is remarkable in her first feature and
she went on to win Best British Newcomer at this year's London
Film Festival. How did you find her and what was it about her
that made her right for the part?
TL: Candese we found at Ian Smith's Television Workshop for young
people. His workshop has produced actors such as Paddy Considine,
Samantha Morton, Aisling Loftus and Lauren [Socha] from Misfits
and The Unloved. Her feistiness and warmth were real draws for
me. Lynette needs to have toughness, as Candese does, mixed in
with a madcap 'f*** you' kind of humour and lovability that she was
able to bring.
STUDIO: What would you say to the critics who have described
Junkhearts as a bleak and depressing film?
TL: I think everyone has a personal response to the film. Junkhearts
is so many different films to different people. Of all the pieces I've
made, it's created a passionate set of responses. Some people really
love it and find it life-affirming.
STUDIO: What have been the biggest challenges, or perhaps
even struggles, you faced in making Junkhearts?
TL: Budget and time – the main challenges of any filmmaker. »

STUDIO: Glancing over your varied CV, I see you've made a
documentary music video about a Thai lady boy boxer for Dido's
album Safe Trip Home, a six-part online drama series shot on
location in Malaysia called Dimensions for an advertising
campaign and Backpacker Orpheus, a stage play. You seem to
enjoy working across different platforms: music videos, theatre,
feature films... Are you experimenting?
TL: I see filmmaking as a martial art, so I exercise my muscles across
different disciplines. As a filmmaker, your film school is making
work so the bigger my range of practice the bigger my range of filmic
tools.
STUDIO: If there were a thru-line in your work, how would you
sum it up?
TL: Redemption and guts.
STUDIO: You practiced as a hospital doctor for three years and
gave it up to go to film school in New York. So what were the
circumstances that lead you to become a filmmaker?
TL: I always wanted to make work and write and I found that being a
doctor I didn't have the time to devote to these crafts. I also watched
a lot of people die, which informed me that life is short and I should
follow my mojo ASAP.
www.studiomagonline.com/features/junkhearts-studio-magazine/
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STUDIO: Your 2001 short film Shadowscan was about the
pressures of a young hospital doctor forced to abandon a
colleague suffering from depression to treat another patient. Is
directing an ER/Casualty type drama on your list of future
projects?
TL: (Laughing) Of course! Always!
STUDIO: Shadowscan won a BAFTA for Best Short Film.
Whereabouts in your house does your award live?
TL: Currently on the mantle piece, but about to move into my office
when it's finished.
STUDIO: You were also on the shortlist for the Best British
Newcomer at this year's London Film Festival. Did you see any
of the work by the people you were in competition with? If so,
who would you have voted for?
TL: I would probably have voted for Candese or myself for obvious
reasons! I saw everyone's work and it was strong. Nick Murphy
(The Awakening) is a strong director, he got very good performances
from his actors and his style is lovely. I got kit-list envy watching his
film, but he used his tools really well. The doll's house stuff was
great and I literally jumped out of my seat and grabbed onto my
neighbour - a little old man I'd never met before - a couple of times.
STUDIO: Women directed only seven percent of the top twohundred and fifty grossing films of 2009 in the US. What factors
do you think would make it easier for women to be more
successful within the film industry?
TL: That's a good question... I'm not sure of the answers. Be great to
hear in from people on that.
STUDIO: Is there one particular film that shaped your artistic
vision before you started directing?
TL: Paris, Texas. Goodfellas. Blade Runner and, of course, Star
Wars.
STUDIO: Please tell us about your next project.
TL: It's a fast paced thriller written by a police intelligence analyst. Its
a best seller on Amazon and has a really exciting lead female
character. It's dark and ultimately redemptive, and motors along
touching on issues like obsessive-compulsive disorder and posttraumatic stress disorder in a very non-social realist way! Tonally it
has elements of Darren Aronofsky, David Fincher and We Need to
Talk About Kevin. Filmically, it will be a restrained and nuanced
thriller, with nuggets of terror and tenderness. It feels like this could
be the film I've been waiting to make.
Words by Rachael Scott.
Junkhearts is out in cinemas now.
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